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Admin

From: Randal Agostini <ranmacliz@me.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2018 7:27 AM
To: Admin
Subject: Proposition 4

Please pass along this email to all Commissioners. The following are the comments I made to the 
Commissioners on February 19th, in Melbourne, Florida.  
Thank you - Randal Agostini, Satellite Beach. 
 
Thank you for your time and thank you for allowing me time to speak before this Commission.  
 
I am fortunate to be a citizen of this wonderful country - the only one in the World incorporated to accept me as 
an equal among all - the only one that places it’s trust in God.  
 
We enshrine these lofty ideals into our Constitution, but sometimes, due to our human failings we create unjust 
laws. The Blaine Amendment is one such unjust law.  It is a wrong, a gross display of power and prejudice 
against people of Faith - a bigoted and arbitrary limit upon the expression of Freedom that we so pride in our 
Constitution and needs to be expunged. 
 
One concept that cannot be expressed in law - is Love. God is the source of Love, not the secular love of 
Hollywood, but the agape selfless love of giving, which we learn through Faith. We are simply the channels of 
the love of God. 
 
The Blaine Amendment is an assault on the future of our society for it prevents an investment in our children. It 
quenches their growth in Faith, which has to be nurtured when they are young. To deny this opportunity during 
their formative years is wrong. 
 
Our children, our future, our most precious possessions are not commodities to be processed into meaningless 
numerals. They are seeds sown by God to be nurtured into individual flowers for His glory. Our laws must 
provide the environment of Freedom for our children to become whole.  For this they must have teachers of 
Faith, allowed to express their Faith.  
 
In an age when reason is under attack it takes courage to recognize and correct what is wrong, but what I am 
asking is common sense.  What is right and just is to remove this Blaine Amendment from our Florida 
Constitution.  
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